"All ministers with us": Arnab’s chats make BJP do some social distancing

Negative references to journalists have become a daily fare for Arnab Goswami, former WION News anchor and current editor of Republic TV. Goswami has used his influence to attack journalists and media outlets, particularly those critical of his political agenda. His attacks have been characterized by repeated verbal and physical threats, and he has been known to use his position to silence dissenting voices.

As of now, there is no wrong in anything, nothing to prove that any party leader has some fault, it’s all with it,” said the channel.

On the Congress alleging “impartiality” in its “media trial”, Goswami had earlier said that the party had no right to demand impartiality.

“BJP is not the only party that has put its apartments in the public interest. This support is extended because the Maharashtra government and the police were going after the Yehannah attack. There is no party that can be attacked today,” said the channel.

At least two leaders said the WhatsApp thread was meant to inform other BJP leaders about the phone call and not to take it as a “producing party” in the case.
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"If farm laws repealed, no gov’t will dare bring them again"